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ABSTRACT
Using the sub-milli-arcsecond resolution of the CHARA interferometer array and combining light with the 2-
telescope combiner CHARA Classic, we have detected strong near-infrared (NIR) emission interior to the dust-
sublimation radius of Herbig Ae stars MWC275 and AB Aur. The large contribution of this emission component,
which we argue to be hot gas, to the total NIR spectral energy distribution (SED) is not predicted by current
models of the dust evaporation front, indicating that the NIR disk is more complicated than expected. Further-
more, we demonstrate that the structure of the evaporation front in MWC275 is time variable, making single
epoch, large uv coverage observations critical to decoding front geometry. With the commissioning of CHARA
Michigan Phase Tracker in the summer of 2008, the Michigan Infrared Combiner (a 6 telescope combiner at
CHARA) will become an ideal instrument for studying the evaporation front, achieving the required sensitivities
to begin the ﬁrst “true” interferometric imaging of the gas-dust transition region in young stellar objects (YSOs).
Here, we summarize results on the evaporation front structure obtained with CHARA Classic and describe
future prospects with CHARA MIRC in elucidating morphology of the gas-dust transition region.
Keywords: Stars: Planetary Systems: Protoplanetary Disks, Stars: Pre-Main-Sequence, Techniques: Interfer-
ometric, Radiative Transfer
1. INTRODUCTION
With the ﬁrst-ever near-infrared interferometric observations of Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) at baselines
>200m,1 we have probed the inner disk of MWC275 and AB Aur at sub-milli-arcsecond resolution. This
resolution corresponds to a physical scale of ∼ 0.2AU. On these scales, close to the central star, YSOs host
fascinating astrophysical phenomena like disk winds, jets, and dust evaporation and thermal annealing.
Our targets MWC275 (A1e, d=122pc, V=6.86, K=4.59, M∗=2.3M) and AB Aur (A0pe, d=144pc, V=7.01,
K=4.37, M∗=2.4M) are pre-main-sequence stars of intermediate mass known as Herbig Ae stars. This class
of stars shows strong excess in near-infrared (NIR) ﬂux2 over the stellar photospheric emission. Theories in the
literature3–5 explain this excess solely on the basis of a “puﬀed up inner dust rim”. In these “rim” theories,
dust sublimation terminates the circumstellar dust disk close to the star (the truncation radius depends on the
luminosity of the central star and dust properties) creating an optically-thin cavity6–8 around the star. The
outer edge of the cavity forms a dusty rim that captures stellar photons, re-radiating bulk of the energy in the
NIR. The rim idea seems to broadly explain the “Size-Luminosity” correlation observed in many YSOs.9–11
However, recent results have begun to question the adequacy of models in which the entire NIR excess arises
solely from dust rims. In some YSOs, NIR emission from the the dust rim alone is insuﬃcient to explain the
spectral energy distribution,12 while for others gas emission has to be included inside the dust evaporation radius
to explain NIR visibilities.13–15 Due to the lack of suﬃcient spatial resolution, some of these conclusions are
tentative and based on indirect arguments with multiple interpretations.
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2. OBSERVATIONS
To unambiguously constrain NIR structure in YSOs, we began a series of observations with the CHARA Array
using the “CHARA Classic” beam combiner16 . MWC275 and AB Aur were observed at K band (central
wavelength of 2.13 microns) at a variety of orientations in 8 runs between June 2004 and June 2007 (see Refs.
1,17). The longest-baseline observation for MWC275 was 325m (resolution ∗ of 0.67 milli-arcseconds) and 320m
(resolution of 0.68 milli-arcseconds) for AB Aur. The data were reduced using standard CHARA reduction
software16 and results were cross checked with an independent code developed at University of Michigan.
Even though our targets are 2 magnitudes brighter than the sensitivity limit of CHARA, we realized early on
that the low expected visibilities (see Fig 1a) at baselines > 100m (based on ﬁts to short baseline data) would
make our experiment hard. In order to maximize the chances of observing fringes, we adopted the following
strategy - 1) Most of the science observations were done at a dither rate of 250Hz. For a star with K magnitude of
4.5 (with calibrated visibility < 0.3), the 250Hz dither rate seems to optimize the trade oﬀ between maximizing
photon counts and maintaining photon phase. 2) To locate weak fringes on targets, we ﬁrst obtained fringes
on nearby calibrator stars (within 15o from the target) and noted the optical path length equalization facility
(OPLE, Ref. 16) oﬀset at which the fringes were located. We then moved to the target and scanned a 2cm
region around the calibrator oﬀset for fringes. The OPLE carts were re-positioned in small steps and at each
cart location we waited for several dithers to be completed before moving the cart again. 3) The OPLE carts
try to equalize path lengths for star light based on an astrometric model. The models however are not perfect
and cart positions for zero OPD (optical path diﬀerence) tend to drift relative to the model. To keep track of
the OPLE oﬀsets, we moved to a calibrator again after a 2cm scan on the target. Steps 2 and 3 were repeated
to identify and collect data on our target fringes.
Figure 1a shows a number of low visibility data points obtained with the manual ‘fringe search’ proce-
dure.These would have been skipped over by an automated scan looking for high S/N fringes.
The uv coverage on MWC275 has allowed us to detect an asymmetry in the disk1, 17 as having inclination=48o±2o,
PA=136o±2o, consistent with the inclination of 51+11
−9 degrees, and PA of 139
o
±15o determined in Wassell et
al.18 Thus, in Fig 1 the visibility of MWC275 is shown as a function of “eﬀective baseline” -
Beff = Bprojected
√
cos2(θ) + cos2(φ)sin2(θ)
where θ is the angle between the uv vector for the observation and the major axis of the disk and φ is the
inclination of the disk. Under the ﬂat disk assumption, the eﬀective baseline correctly accounts for the change
in resolution due to the disk inclination and PA. This allows us to plot the visibility measurements as a function
of one coordinate which simpliﬁes presentation and analysis.
3. MODELING
To confront inner-disk theory with observations, we constructed dust-only rim models for MWC275 and AB Aur
and ﬁt the models to the visibility data. All of the K-band emission in the models is assumed to come from the
inner dust rim and the central star (“standard” model). The rim is in hydrostatic equilibrium and its shape is
set by the pressure dependence of the dust grain evaporation temperatures.4, 5 The sublimation temperature at
the base of the dust rims had to be increased to ∼1850K from the ∼1400K typically assumed in the literature so
that the model rims ﬁt the short-baseline (< 100m) visibility data. As can be seen in Fig 2, a realistic treatment
of dust physics produces a curved inner rim with a sharp inner edge set by dust sublimation, and an outer edge
set by ‘shadowing’3 of the region immediately behind the rim.
The standard model ﬁts the visibility data for MWC275 and AB Aur at baselines shorter than 100m (Fig 1)
fairly well (a result already established in previous studies, Refs. 8, 9, 19). Rim radii from the model are 0.19
AU (thickness 0.04 AU) for MWC275 and 0.22AU (thickness 0.05 AU) for AB Aur (see Table 1 for details).
However, the standard model fails glaringly at ﬁtting the long-baseline data, predicting strong bounces in the
visibility response which are not seen in the data. Models for NIR excess in Herbig Ae stars in which all of the
∗Resolution is deﬁned as λ
2D
-λ is wavelength of observation and D is the interferometer baseline length.
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excess arises in rims will display bounces in visibility at long baselines because of the presence of sharp ring-like
features with high spatial frequency components in the corresponding images.
The absence of long-baseline visibility bounce in the data can only be explained by the presence of an
additional smooth emission component within the dust destruction radius that suppresses the large visibility
bounces seen in a rim-only model. The smooth emission component has to be on size scales similar to the
dust sublimation radius and cannot arise from a compact source like magnetospheric accretion. Fig 2 shows a
standard model to which NIR emission has been added within the dust evaporation radius in an ad-hoc manner.
The data cannot uniquely constrain this emission proﬁle and we assume a simple constant surface brightness
uniform-disk model. A rim + uniform-disk model in which the uniform disk (refer Table 1 for details) accounts
for 50-65% of the total K-band emission provides a good ﬁt to the visibility (Fig 1) over the whole baseline range.
Besides the interferometry, emission inside the dust evaporation radius can also help explain the NIR ﬂux
budget of MWC275 and AB Aur. In the standard models,4 the total K-band emission is only a factor of 3.5
larger (Fig 1b) than the photospheric emission, whereas MWC275 and AB Aur have total K-band emission a
factor of 10 larger than the stellar photospheric K-band emission. The emission inside the dust rim can supply
the “missing” K-band ﬂux in MWC275 and AB Aur. In the next section we discuss the physical origin of this
emission.
4. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
As argued in Tannirkulam et al.,1 the most plausible physical mechanism for the smooth emission is hot gas.
The emission needed to explain the long-baseline K-band visibility data can be obtained with optically thin gas
at a τ ∼ 0.15 in the 2000K-3000K14, 20 temperature range. Fig 3 plots limits on the gas opacity (normalized at
K band) such that ﬂux from the gas component + the standard model is within 10% of the observed photometry
(we have assumed that gas does not signiﬁcantly alter the geometry of the dust rim). Figs 3a and 3b show
a comparison between the wavelength dependence of theoretical free-free+free-bound (henceforth FF-BF) and
molecular opacities respectively21, 22 with our empirically derived limits from photometry. Theoretical molecular
opacities display strong bands of CO and water vapor at 2.5µm and 5µm which have not been observed in
MWC275, suggesting that if molecules were contributing much of the NIR opacity, then some of the species are
being destroyed in the inner disk.
Sitko et al.23 obtained fairly dense time coverage of the MWC275 SED and observed that NIR spectrum
shows variability at the 20% level. During the same period, the stellar luminosity remained fairly constant with
no detectable changes in the visible ﬂux. A variation in the NIR morphology of MWC275 was also detected in
the interferometry. The NIR disk size deduced from the April-2003 Keck Interferometer data is ∼20% larger
than the size obtained with the CHARA data (June 2004-Aug 2006 epochs). The size from the S2W1 June2007
data also diﬀers at the ∼25% level from the size determined from earlier CHARA epochs. These variations are
poorly understood and could be caused by changes in size/geometry, mass accretion rate and gas content in the
inner disk.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown the presence of strong NIR emission, presumably from hot gas, inside to and on
similar length scales to the dust sublimation radius in Herbig Ae stars MWC275 and AB Aur. The physical
processes responsible for the emission are unknown requiring high resolution NIR spectroscopy and self-consistent
modeling of the gas-dust transition region to identify the gas species and the underlying mechanism responsible
for the emission.
The observed K-band sizes of MWC275 and AB Aur can be reproduced by models only if the dust sublimation
temperature at the base of the dust rims is increased to ∼1850K from the experimentally measured silicate
evaporation temperatures of ∼1400K.24 A simple treatment of the gas-dust transition region by Muzerolle et
al.20 indicates that gas does not signiﬁcantly modify rim geometry. In the absence of shielding of starlight by
gas, the large dust sublimation temperatures indicate that the grains in the inner disks of young stars are more
refractory and/or optically transparent than typically assumed in the literature.
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The commissioning of the fringe tracker25 for CHARA-MIRC26 in the summer of 2008 will open a new
observational frontier. The fringe tracker will suﬃciently enhance CHARA-MIRC sensitivities to combine light
from 3 or more telescopes, allowing the ﬁrst milli-arcsecond non-parametric imaging of YSOs in the NIR. Fringe
tracking is crucial for high spatial frequency observations where the YSOs are well resolved and visibilities are
extremely low (see Fig 1). The snapshot multiple-baseline coverage will provide us a powerful tool in shedding
light on the infrared time variability of YSO disks.
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Table 1. MWC275 and AB Aur model parameters for K-band emission.1 5% of the K -band emission comes from extended
envelopes.27
Star model star dust-rim gas-disk rim
type emission emission emission inner radius
(%) (%) (%) (AU)
MWC275 dust rim only 25 69 - 0.19
dust rim+gas 10 29 56 0.22
AB Aur dust rim only 22 73 - 0.21
dust rim+gas 12 22 65 0.24
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Figure 1. Visibility and SED data and model curves for MWC275. a) Top panel. MWC275 visibilities are plotted vs
“eﬀective baseline” (see section 2), which accounts for the change in resolution due to disk inclination and PA. The dotted
line correspond to a “Standard” rim model tuned to ﬁt visibility data for baselines shorter than 100m. The solid line is
for a dust rim+gas model. The model parameters are listed in Table 1. b) Bottom panel. The NIR SED for MWC275.
The ‘stars’ are photometry points from MDM. The ‘squares’ and ‘diamonds’ are high and low state measurements from
Sitko et al.23 The solid line is the SED produced by the ‘star + dust-rim only’ model in Fig 2b. The dotted line is the
SED of the star.
Similar results have been obtained for AB Aur as well.17
Figures reproduced from.1, 17
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Figure 2. Illustrative models for NIR emission in Herbig Ae stars. a) Top panel. A curved rim model4, 5 where the
dust-sublimation temperature has power-law dependence on gas density.24 b) Bottom panel. Gas emission, modeled as a
uniform disk centered on the star, has been added inside the dust rim in order to smooth out the emission proﬁle.
Figures reproduced from Tannirkulam et al.17
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Figure 3. The plusses (+) represent gas opacities empirically derived from observed photometry and NIR disk models
for MWC275 (see Fig 2). a) Top panel. The stars are theoretical molecular absorption opacities smoothed over the
photometry band.22 The sharp opacity rise at 5µm is due to water vapor. b) Bottom Panel. The gas absorption opacity
at infrared wavelengths is mainly from free-free and free-bound transitions of H− at 5000K and hydrogen at 8000K.21, 22
Figures reproduced from Tannirkulam et al.17
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